INTERNATIONAL BEAUTY FESTIVAL

NTERNATIONAL BEAUTY FESTIVAL
"To be the Best for the Best"

international competition
ONLINE NAILS

The cost of participation in the championship:
and registration fee for participation
in the amount of 65 euros (or 295 zlotys) for 1 entry.
ATTENTION ! the indicated amount includes VAT.
In case of submission of 4 entries by one person,
The fee is 55 euros each (249 PLN).
including VAT.
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The competition will include the
following categories:
- Art painting
- Monochrome style
- Chinese painting
- Zhostovo painting
- Watercolor technique
- Airbrushing
- Technique stamping
- Mix-Media-Art
- Decorating tips (inlay)
- Decorative - Applied Art - creation of
Jewelry
- Decorating an item or accessory
- Sculpture
- Poster
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The competition is international; participants from any
country can take part in it.
The competition is divided into categories.
JUNIOR - category is intended for students and
schoolchildren.
DEBUT is a category designed for beginners and people
who have not participated in other competitions in the
industry nail.
MASTER is a category intended for people who
participated in other industry competitions and won first
place in the category DEBUT.
VIP MASTER is a category intended for people who have
received 3 times first place in various previous
competitions, and people who provide vocational training.
PREMIUM - category for coaches and judges
international championships in the nail industry.
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Conditions of the competition:
1. Everyone can take part in the championship.
2. The materials for the test task are chosen by the
participant himself.
3. Forbidden: war, sex, religion, politics!
4. Attention!
- The organizer is not responsible for the wrong
choice of the category of the applicant who
submitted an application for participation in the
competition.
- One work can participate in the competition 5
times.
- It is allowed to use different shapes and lengths.
from 1-15 cm. (like a stiletto.)
- It is allowed to submit works that participated in
the competition.
in other competitions
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5. CRITERIA FOR ASSESSMENT OF WORKS
5.1 General impression. - technical and artistic level is assessed
work, techniques, harmony, purity, precision and much more.
5.2 Colors - the development of the color of the selected
theme, harmony of composition.
5.3 Composition - the selection of elements of the selected
image, dynamics, color harmony, affecting reception
correct effect.
5.4 Difficulty of work - work is assessed according to the degree of
difficulty its execution, correct proportions and other details.
5.5 Technique for performing work - the way of doing the work is
assessed, the complexity of the execution technique, details and
nuances inherent in this particular category.
5.6 Cleanliness of work - accuracy and accuracy are assessed
Execution of individual elements of the image-composition, purity
details.
6. Each participant submits his work in 3 photos in jpg format., With
applications for participation in the competition, as well as a video
for 10 seconds
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7. The judges determine the results of the competition works,
their decision is final and not subject to discussion.
8. The results will be announced
ONLINE
9. A special prize "Grand Prix" and a diploma will be received by
the participant who won first place in five nominations.

The "Team Leader" Grand Prix and the "Best Coach" Grand Prix
in the competition will be awarded to the one who declares the
most participants as a team.

All participants will receive a diploma for participation.
The winners of the individual categories, who took the first,
second and third places, in addition to diplomas and cups, will
receive gifts from the organizer of the competition and
sponsors.
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1.0. Art painting (Material: paints)
- Art painting - "Free" theme
- Art painting "ONE IN ONE" - Theme "Museums of the World".
- Art painting "POINT TO POINT" - Theme "Portrait"
- Art painting - Theme "ABSTRACTION"
1.1. Art painting (Material: gel paint)
- Art painting - "Free" theme
- Art painting "ONE IN ONE" - Theme "Museums of the World".
- Art painting "POINT TO POINT" - Theme "Portrait"
- Art painting - Theme "ABSTRACTION"
1.2. Art painting (Material: gel polish)
- Art painting - "Free" theme
- Art painting "ONE IN ONE" - Theme "Museums of the World".
- Art painting "POINT TO POINT" - Theme "Portrait"
- Art painting - Theme "ABSTRACTION
1.3. Monochrome painting (Material: paints)
- Monochrome painting - "Free" theme
- Monochrome painting "POINT TO POINT" - Theme "Portrait"
- Monochrome painting - "ABSTRACTION" theme
1.4. Monochrome painting (Material: gel paint)
- Monochrome painting - "Free" theme
- Monochrome painting "POINT TO POINT" - Theme "Portrait"
- Monochrome painting - "ABSTRACTION" theme
1.5. Monochrome painting (Material: gel polish)
- Monochrome painting - "Free" theme
- Monochrome painting "POINT TO POINT" - Theme "Portrait"
- Monochrome painting - "ABSTRACTION" theme
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1.6. Chinese painting (Material: paints) on tips - "Free" theme
1.7. Chinese painting (Material: gel paint) on tips - "Free"
1.8. Chinese painting (Material: paints) on the subject - "Free"
theme
1.9. Chinese painting (Material: gel paint) on the subject Theme "Free
2.0. Zhostovo painting - Theme "Free"
2.1. Watercolor technique
- Watercolor technique - "Portrait" theme
- Watercolor technique - "Flower Fantasy" theme
- Watercolor technique - "Free" theme
2.2. Airbrushing
- Airbrushing (on tips) - Theme "Free"
- Monochrome Airbrushing (on tips) - Theme "Free"
2.3. Stamping technique
- Artistic decorated tips using stamping technique - "Free"
theme
- Artistic decorated tips using stamping technique - Theme
"Geometry and Abstraction"
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2.4. Mix-Media-Art Technique
- design creation on manicure tips in mix techniques (any
nail art techniques, from 3 types) - "Free" theme

2.5. Technique flat modeling gel / acrylic / acrygel
- Decoration in the technique of flat modeling gel / acrylic /
acrygel - Theme "Free"
2.6. Decorating tips "Inlay"
- Decorating on tips using flat inlay - "Patterns or
Ornaments" theme
- Decorating on tips using the volumetric inlay method Theme "Free"
2.7. Item Decoration - (Phone / Tablet Cases, Headphones,
Stands, Sadness, Notepads, Cups, Plates)
- Art painting (paints, gel paints) - Theme "Free"
- Chinese painting with flat brush - "Free" theme
- Monochrome painting - "Free" theme
- Airbrushing - Theme "Free"
- Monochrome Airbrushing - Theme "Free"
- Mix technique (at least 3 nail art techniques) - "Free" theme
- Inlaid with rhinestones - Theme "Free"
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2.8. Dressing an accessory for clothes
- Art painting (paints, gel paints) - Theme "Free"
- Chinese painting with flat brush - "Free" theme
- Monochrome painting - "Free" theme
- Airbrushing - Theme "Free"
- Monochrome Airbrushing - Theme "Free"
- Mix technique (at least 3 nail art techniques) "Free" theme
- Inlaid with rhinestones - Theme "Free"

2.9. Decorating an interior item
- Art painting (paints, gel paints) - Theme "Free"
- Chinese painting with flat brush - "Free" theme
- Monochrome painting - "Free" theme
- Airbrushing - Theme "Free"
- Monochrome Airbrushing - Theme "Free"
- Mix technique (at least 3 nail art techniques) "Free" theme
- Inlaid with rhinestones - Theme "Free"

3.0. Decorative and applied arts - "Sculpture"
- Sculpture creation (gel, acrylic, acrygel) - "Free" theme
- Sculpture in a mix of nail art techniques (gel, acrygel, acrylic) - Theme "Free"
3.1. Poster
- Promotional poster / poster
- Business card
- Fantasy poster image
- Romantic style poster
- Fashion Style Image Poster
- Poster men's classic
- Fashion baby poster
3.2. Close-up poster - Hands / Feet: manicure, modeling, pedicure
- Close-up poster - Fantasy creative nail modeling
- Poster close-up - Salon modeling of nails with designs
- Close-up poster - Business Style Theme
- Close-up poster - One nail Art - Fantasy-creative Modeling on 1 nail
- Close-up poster - creative forms (no design) - "Free" theme
- Close-up poster - creative forms (with any design) - "Free" theme (including art
french, age, pipe, gothic almond, stiletto, etc. Design techniques and materials at the
discretion of the master)
- Poster close-up - female manicure (gel polish) - "Free" theme
- Poster close-up - female manicure of natural nails (without material application)
MACRO FORMAT
- Close-up poster - manicure (gel polish) - "Free" theme
- Poster close-up - manicure of natural nails (without material application) MACRO
FORMAT
3.3. Poster "Pedicure"
- Close-up poster - female pedicure - "Free" theme
- Close-up poster - female pedicure - "Inlay" theme
- Close-up poster - female pedicure - "Stamping" theme

check in
INTERNATIONAL "ONLINE" COMPETITION
NAILS

YES - I am applying for an international
competition
Competition categories:
- Monochrome style
- Chinese painting
- Zhostovo painting
- Watercolor technique
- Airbrushing
- Technique stamping
- Mix-Media-Art
- Decorating tips (inlay)
- Decorative - Applied Arts - creation of Jewelry
- Decorating an item or accessory
- Sculpture
- Poster

I confirm and agree with the condition that the results of the competition work are determined
by the members of the jury and their decision is final and undeniable.

Place / Date / Signature

Name and Surname of the participant:

Company (school) address:

Country city:

The contact person:

